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In a recent paper, K. Hoffman [ó], brings to a considerable degree 
of generality a certain part of the theory of analytic functions which 
in the classical context deals with the Hardy classes Hp. He also dis
cusses analytic structures in the maximal ideal spaces of correspond
ing function algebras. For the setting of these general results, related 
to earlier work of Arens and Singer [ l ; 2] , Helson and Lowdenslager 
[5], Bochner [4], and others, the concept of a logmodular algebra is 
introduced, generalizing that of Dirichlet algebra, and most of the 
results are valid in the latter situation. This development leans heav
ily, as Hoffman points out, on two fundamental properties of log-
modular algebras: 

(i) The representing measure (see [ó]) associated with a point of 
the maximal ideal space is uniquely determined. 

(ii) If /x is a representing measure, A a logmodular algebra, then 
A +A is dense in L2(p). 

The purpose of this abstract is to put in evidence the basic role 
played by (i) in the whole theory. Thus, for instance, it was not 
known whether conditions (i) and (ii) imposed on an arbitrary sup-
norm algebra (see [ó]) would be enough to recover in their full 
strength all the results valid for logmodular algebras. Actually, we 
shall show that (i)=»(ii), and that the (additional) assumption of (i) 
alone yields all the results established in [6 ] for logmodular algebras. 
From a heuristic point of view this does not appear as an accident, 
since (i) is equivalent to the solvability of a certain Dirichlet problem 
associated with the algebra, to whose exact meaning we shall return 
below. 

I. Uniqueness of representing measures. In what follows, A shall 
always denote a sup-norm algebra, in the sense of [ó], on the compact 
Hausdorff space X. 5DÎ shall denote the maximal ideal space of A, 
A the image of A under the Gelfand representation; and for mE2ft, 
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?(m)=m(f) shall as usual denote the value of the homomorphism 
corresponding to m, a t f(~A [7]. We consider X imbedded in 2JÎ in 
the usual manner (thus homeomorphically), without further explana
tion, whenever needed below. Now, closer examination of the work 
mentioned above suggests that the fundamental features in the sup-
norm algebras which are studied there are the following: XC9JÎ is 
the Silov boundary of A, and fundamentally, that the Dirichlet 
problem can be solved, in some sense, in terms of Re A — {Re / : ƒÇzA } 
for each real-valued continuous function on X. Using the notions 
introduced by H. Bauer [3], we can reformulate this in the following 
precise manner: 

(a) XC5DÎ is the Silov boundary of Â. 
(b) Each continuous real-valued function on X is Re A -resolutive 

in the sense of [3]. 
The following simple equivalent condition thus appears as provid

ing a natural general setting for the theory considered : 

THEOREM 1. The conditions (a) and (b) hold if and only if each homo-
morphism of A onto the complex field admits a unique representing meas
ure in the sense of [6], 

PROOF. Consider X C 90?. The Silov boundaries of Â and Re A coin
cide (see [3]). Suppose that (a) and (b) hold, and notice that repre
senting measures of a given m G 90? are identical with Re A -harmonic 
measures in the sense of [3] belonging to the point m. I t then suffices 
to apply Theorem 9 of [3]. 

Conversely, it is immediate that the Silov boundary of A must be 
contained in X. On the other hand, given xG-X", Theorem 3 and 
(2.8) of [3] show that there is at least one representing measure for 
the homomorphism determined by the point x, which is carried by 
the Silov boundary of Â, dA- By the uniqueness property, the latter 
measure must coincide with the Dirac measure at x. Hence x G 3 i , 
and dA = X. 

Next, we wish to show that all the results established in [6] for 
logmodular algebras hold for a sup-norm algebra satisfying condition 
(i) above. I t will suffice to take up only those results in which log-
modularity is actually used. 

II . The H* theory. We start with Hl (see [6]), and the generalized 
Szegö-Kolmogoroff-Kreïn theorem. 

THEOREM 2. Suppose that A satisfies condition (i) above. Let fi be the 
representing measure for mG9Jî. Let h be a non-negative function in 
L1ip). Then 
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inf M l - ƒ \2hdfA = exp f log hdn 

where Am= {f GA : ffdfx = 0}. 

PROOF. Lemma 4.5 of [6] is valid in the present context, so that we 
have 

exp I log hdfj> = inf < I euhdfx:u G CR(X)} I ud\i = 0> , 

CR(X) denoting as usual the algebra of all real-valued continuous 
functions on X. Consider X C50Î» and apply Theorem 1. The Dirichlet 
problem for a given UGCR(X) admits a solution ÜGCR(W), and look
ing at Theorem 8 of [3 ] and its proof, we have 

I udyi = ü(m) = sup < Ref(m) = I Refdfiif G A, Re ƒ ^ w o n I > . 

Thus if JWjti = 0, we can find a sequence of fnGA, such that 
fRefndfx—ïO, and R e / n ^ ^ on X. By adding appropriate imaginary 
constants we may suppose that flm fndfi = 0 ; hence there is a sequence 
of real numbers dn, such that fn+dnGAm, dn—>0, and Re fn^u on X. 
If we set gn^exp l /2(/n+dn) , then gnG^"~\ where -4""1 denotes the 
set of all invertible elements of A> and furthermore, 

| grt|
2 = exp(Re/n + dn) g «*•*•, 

ƒ «»i/* = tn(tn) = (exp KA + dn))^(m) = exp(K/n + <W(m)), e° = 1, 

Since edn—»1, we have 

inf | ƒ U N M : £ G A~\ f gd» = l | 

^ inf < I ewM/*: a G C«(-X), I wd/x = 0> 

= exp I log h dix . 

If gGA"1, fgdjA^l, then g= 1 —ƒ, fGAm. Hence we see that 
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exp I log hdfx â inf I | 1 — g\2hdfi. 

From here on the proof may be finished as in [ó], after noticing that 
Jensen's inequality holds under our hypothesis (it was already proved 
in this generality in [ l ] ) : If gEAmf / l o g | l - g | H^2\og | / ( l - g ) d / i | 
= 0 ; and by the convexity of the exponential function 

ƒ | 1 -g\*hdn ^ exp £ ƒ (log | 1 - g\* + log*)**] 

è exp I log hd\x . 

This completes the proof. 
Assuming condition (i), the proof of Theorem 4.3 of [ó] remains 

valid without change. From this, and Theorem 2 above, we derive 
the following 

THEOREM 3. Assume A satisfies (i), w£2Jï , /x is the representing 
measure f or m. Let dv = hdix+dv8 be the Lebesgue decomposition of the 
positive measure v on X, relative to /*. Then 

inf I | 1 — g \2dv = exp I log Mix . 

This puts us in possession of the generalized Szegö theorem. Now 
as soon as we establish the following crucial fact, it will be possible to 
recover in our context the whole Hp theory of logmodular algebras, 
proceeding for the rest as in Hoffman [6]. 

THEOREM 4. Let gGI*1^)» where ix is the representing measure of some 
m E 90?. Suppose that ffgdfi = 0for allfÇzA, where A satisfies (i). Then 

ƒ log | l - g | < Z M è O . 

SKETCH OF THE PROOF. We start as in the corresponding theorem 
for logmodular algebras, and for any /E-4"""1 obtain the inequality 

e x P [ J log |ƒ 1^] â ƒ l/l | l -« |<fc. 

Now, for any given UCZCR(X), fudfx = 0y proceeding as in the proof of 
Theorem 2, we find fn and dn with the same properties as in the latter 
proof, and set gn — exp(fn+dn). Then gn£^4~S and applying the in
equality above, 
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exp \ j log | gn | djjij » exp 1 J (Re / n + à 
n 

g ƒ |exp(/n + A»)M 1 — «|̂ M = «*• ƒ enefA 1 

-g|<*M 

g edn I sM | 1 — g | J/i, 

where edn-^l. Use of Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5 of [ó] completes the proof. 
Using the theorem just proved and proceeding for the rest as in [6], 
we derive the following 

THEOREM 5. Let y be as in Theorem 4, and suppose that A satisfies 
(i). Then A +A is dense in L2(ju). L2(JU) = H 2 ( M ) eBiOO» where H2(JJ) 

is the closure in L2(ju) of A, and similarly H^ that of Am. In particular, 
we have that (i)=>(ii). 

I I I . Maximal ideal space. All the results of [ó] concerning analytic 
structures in Wl can be recovered under the present hypothesis. Be
low, we limit ourselves to prove mutual absolute continuity of the 
representing measures corresponding to two points of ffll belonging to 
the same part, in the sense of Gleason: 

THEOREM 6. Suppose A satisfies (i). Let m, w'£9D? be such that 
||m — m'11 < 2 , and let /*, yJ be the corresponding representing measures. 
Then yt! is absolutely continuous with respect to /x, and dy! /dp is bounded. 

SKETCH OF THE PROOF. Let K be an arbitrary positive constant. 
Suppose we do not have y! ^ Kyi.. Then there is a nonnegative UÇZCR (X) 
such that 

l udy! > K \ udy. 

Let Ü^CR(TI) be the solution of the Dirichlet problem for u, so 
that ü(m)~Judy1 ü(m') = Judy', and from [3], we know that ü is 
the lower envelope of the functions h = Re ƒ, ƒ £-4 , such that Re f*zu 
on X. Naturally u(m)zt0, and we assume > 0 ; the case = 0 being 
treated similarly. Thus for e > 0 , there is an h as above, such that 
him') ^u(mf)t and ü(m)+e^h(m) ^ü(m)>0. Choose Ki>K, so that 
ü(m')>Kiü(m) still holds, and we obtain finally 

h{mf)/h{m) à ü{mf)/{u(m) + e) > Kx/(\ + e^rn))-1). 

Thus starting with an e for which K\/(1 + e(ü(m))~l) >K} we obtain 
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an h satisfying him!) >Kh(m). Set g = e_ / , where Re ƒ=&, h being the 
one we just determined. Then gÇzA~l, log 1£| = — Re ƒ, and we have 

\m,(g)\ < \m(g)\K. 

From here on, the proof can be completed as in Hoffman's paper. 

IV. Comments. As one might suspect, the Szegö-Kolmogoroff-
Kreïn theorem is not only a consequence of the assumption that A 
satisfies (i), but in a sense characteristic of such algebras. Moreover, 
"locally," i.e. for any one m£3Ji, the validity of the Szegö theorem is 
equivalent to the uniqueness of the representing measure for m, in 
the sense described below: 

THEOREM 7. Let mGSÏÎ. Then the generalized Szegö-Kolrnogoroff-
Kreïn theorem holds with respect to any representing measure p of m, 
if and only if m admits a unique representing measure. 

SKETCH OF THE PROOF. I t remains to prove the "only if" part. Let 
/x, v be two representing measures for m; and let dp = hdfx+dvs be the 
Lebesgue decomposition of v with respect to /*. Then rj = (1— t)v+tfi 
is again a representing measure of m} for O ^ ^ l , with absolutely 
continuous part ((1— h)+t)dfx. I t is easily seen that for any repre
senting measure rj of m, one h a s i n f { / | l ~ / | 2 ^ : / G ^ m } = l . Hence, 
because of our assumption that the Szegö theorem holds, we have 
identically 

flog ((1 - t)h + t)dp = 0 for 0 ^ tS 1. 

Using now the Taylor expansion (with second order remainder) for 
F(t) = log((l—t)h+t), where only the variable (parameter) t is ex
plicitly shown, between / and t+s, t and t — s (s small for fixed /), 
and finally integrating, we obtain 

ƒ (F"(f + Sl) + F"(t - s2))dfi = 0, 0 Û sh s2 â \s | , 

where F"(t) = (l-h)2/((l-t)h+t)2. One can check that Fn(t+s) is 
essentially bounded, uniformly for small s, and fixed / > 0 and < 1 . 
Thus application of the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, 
for 5—>0, yields finally 

f (1 - *)7((1 - 0* + 0f<*M = 0 for 0 < / < 1. 

Hence h = l almost everywhere with respect to /z, and dv~dix+dv8. 
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Interchanging the roles of fx and v, we have d\i, = dv + dfx8. I t follows 
that 

dfi9 + dva = 0, 

djj, = dv. 

In a recent letter, K. Hoffman kindly calls to our attention several 
interesting facts: 

(1) Although the earlier mentioned ideas, behind the above de
velopment, are suggested by an abstract Dirichlet problem, one can 
easily work without any explicit mention of the latter. In fact, tech
nically all one uses from it is the condition under which a Hahn-
Banach extension is unique, applied to the case of a positive func
tional on a subspace of CR(X) ; this, under the form of an appropriate 
lemma, can be used where needed, in the above proofs, instead of the 
solution of some Dirichlet problem. 

(2) Most of what we prove is of a "local" character ,Mn the sense 
that only the assumption of (i) for any single w£9M, instead of all, 
is involved, and one really obtains theorems about Hp(tn), making 
the general Hp theory independent of any global condition on A. 
Moreover, Hoffman indicates in his letter how a rather complete 
theory for Hp(m) can be obtained if one combines our above ap
proach with recent unpublished results of several people. 
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